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ABSTRACT: The formation of a ﬁbrin network following
ﬁbrinogen enzymatic activation is the central event in blood
coagulation and has important biomedical and biotechnological
implications. A non-covalent polymerization reaction between
macromolecular monomers, it consists basically of two
complementary processes: elongation/branching generates an
interconnected 3D scaﬀold of relatively thin ﬁbrils, and
cooperative lateral aggregation thickens them more than 10fold. We have studied the early stages up to the gel point by fast
ﬁbrinogen:enzyme mixing experiments using simultaneous small-angle X-ray scattering and wide-angle, multi-angle light
scattering detection. The coupled evolutions of the average molecular weight, size, and cross section of the solutes during the
ﬁbrils growth phase were thus recovered. They reveal that extended structures, thinner than those predicted by the classic halfstaggered, double-stranded mechanism, must quickly form. Following extensive modeling, an initial phase is proposed in which
single-bonded “Y-ladder” polymers rapidly elongate before undergoing a delayed transition to the double-stranded ﬁbrils.
Consistent with the data, this alternative mechanism can intrinsically generate frequent, random branching points in each
growing ﬁbril. The model predicts that, as a consequence, some branches in these expanding “lumps” eventually interconnect,
forming the pervasive 3D network. While still growing, other branches will then undergo a Ca2+/length-dependent cooperative
collapse on the resulting network scaﬀolding ﬁlaments, explaining their sudden thickening, low ﬁnal density, and basic mechanical
properties.

■

INTRODUCTION
The formation of a ﬁbrin network is the central event in
vertebrates’ blood coagulation.1,2 It is also involved in several
pathologies, such as thrombosis and cancer metastasis (e.g., refs
2, 3), and is of great biomedical/biotechnological relevance
(e.g., refs 4, 5). Physiologically, it represents the end of the
coagulation cascade when thrombin activates the inactive
precursor ﬁbrinogen (FG).2,6,7 FG is a centrosymmetric, highmolecular-weight (∼338 000 g mol−1), elongated macromolecule (L ≈ 46 nm, d ≈ 3−5 nm) composed of two pairs
each of three diﬀerent chains, Aα, Bβ, and γ (Aα2Bβ2γ2).6,7 All
six N-terminals are located in a central globular domain (“E”
region), connected by two triple AαBβγ coiled-coil segments to
two outer distal domains (“D” regions), each formed by the Bβ
and γ chains’ individually folded C-terminal domains; the
© 2014 American Chemical Society

location of the Aα chains’ >400 C-terminal residues (“αC”
regions) is still mostly undetermined6−10 (see Figure 1A,B).
Thrombin initially cleaves a pair of small peptides (ﬁbrinopeptides A, FpA) from the N-terminal ends of the Aα chains in the
central FG E region. The new α chains’ Gly-Pro-Arg Nterminals (“A” knobs) can ﬁt into pockets (“a” holes)
constitutively available in the D regions’ γ chain domain2,6−10
of another FG unit (Figure 1B). In the currently accepted
mechanism, a half-staggered dimer is formed by a pair of
reciprocal A-a knob−hole center-to-end non-covalent binding
events. By further addition of monomers and oligomers, a rodlike or worm-like double-stranded (RLDS/WLDS) ﬁbril is then
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Figure 1. Fibrinogen structure and the “classic” ﬁbrin polymerization mechanism. (A) Crystallographic dimer of chicken FG (adapted from ref 9),
with indicated the central “E” and outer “D” regions and the coiled-coil connectors. The Bβ and γ chains’ C-terminal domains (βC and γC,
respectively) are also marked. The white “blobs” marked αC are the electron densities of unresolved Aα chains’ C-terminal regions. (B) A model of
Ancrod-activated FG in the classic half-staggered dimer conﬁguration (only the FpA are removed; the αC domains are not resolved). Color coding:
blue and cyan, α chains; green and forest green, Bβ chains; orange and magenta, γ chains; yellow, carbohydrates. Main body coordinates taken from
the human FG structure.10 The conformation of the α17−27, Bβ1−54, and γ398−411 segments is only putative. Indicated are the locations of
relevant N- and C-terminal ends of the chains and the engagement of the two A-a knob−hole interactions. (C−F) Schematic representation of FG
(C) and of the classic mechanism of ﬁbrin formation, starting with a half-staggered dimer (D), growing into a rod-like (or worm-like) doublestranded protoﬁbril (E), and the later events favored by FpB removal (F).

parameter to prove this alternative mechanism, the coupled
evolution of the ﬁbrils’ thickness (in the form of the mass/
length ratio ⟨M/L⟩w/z), could not be obtained from WA-MALS
data until later in the reaction because of fundamental
instrumental limitations.21,22,26
Solution small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) can instead
provide the solutes’ z-average cross-sectional square radius of
gyration ⟨Rc2⟩z in a time-resolved manner.27 However, it cannot
simultaneously measure the ⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨M⟩w beyond those of
small oligomers, since their rapid growth quickly leads to values
outside the setup’s accessible length scales. Thus, in order to
determine simultaneously all three parameters, we have coupled
a commercial ﬂow-cell WA-MALS with the SWING beamline
SAXS ﬂow capillary at the Synchrotron SOLEIL (Gif-surYvette, France), achieving fast mixing with a modiﬁed foursyringe stopped-ﬂow device. The snake venom enzyme Ancrod,
which removes only the FpA,28 was used instead of thrombin to
avoid even limited FpB cleavage. Experiments were performed
in a buﬀer approaching physiological conditions, without and
with added Ca2+, and also in the presence of the A knob
competing peptide Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro amide (GPRP-NH2). We
present here the results of our studies, which have led us to
propose an alternative and comprehensive ﬁbrin polymerization
scheme. We would also like to point out that the novel SAXS/
MALS combination developed in the present study could be
proﬁtably employed to study the structural dynamics of other
processes involving the elongation and thickening of ﬁbrouslike structures (e.g., collagen, β-amyloid).

built (Figure 1C−E). Later on, thrombin cuts a second pair of
peptides (ﬁbrinopeptides B, FpB) from the Bβ chains’ Nterminals. The new Gly-His-Arg N-terminals (“B” knobs) can
ﬁt into constitutively available pockets (“b” holes) in the D
regions’ (B)β chain domains. This produces a subtle conformational change favoring the lateral aggregation of tens of ﬁbrils
into 200−300 nm thick ﬁbers11 (Figure 1F). Importantly, this
Ca2+-sensitive second step happens in dramatic fashion near the
gel point, as originally evidenced by turbidity data showing a
lag-time phase with no apparent changes followed by a sudden
rise of the signal.2,6,7
Notwithstanding hundreds of ﬁbrin polymerization studies
(see ref 7 and references therein), the details of the network
formation have remained elusive. Electron microscopy (EM)
has proved the existence of the half-staggered, double-stranded
(proto)ﬁbrils12,13 but cannot perform truly time-resolved
experiments, and short-lived or fragile structures might be
missed. New insights have been recently provided by advanced
light microscopies,14,15 but the resolution is too low to extract
truly structural details. Alternatively, a wide variety of timeresolved light-scattering (LS) techniques have been employed
to study ﬁbrin polymerization, yielding, however, only
ensemble-averaged data (e.g., refs 16−24). In the early 2000s,
wide-angle multi-angle light-scattering (WA-MALS) and lowangle elastic light-scattering (LAELS) with rapid mixing were
used to study both the early and later phases.21−24 For the
initial stages, the coupled evolution of the z-average square
radius of gyration ⟨Rg2⟩z and of the weight-average molecular
weight ⟨M⟩w could be extracted from WA-MALS data.21,22
Surprisingly, these data were incompatible with the classic halfstaggered RLDS mechanism when simulated using modiﬁed
Flory bifunctional polycondensation distributions,21,22,25 suggesting the formation of more elongated, thinner structures
later coalescing into the classic RLDS/WLDS ﬁbrils.21,22 The
data also implied that the ratio of release Q between the two
FpA from any individual FG molecule was ≫1, meaning a
faster cleavage of the second FpA and thus signiﬁcantly skewing
the distribution toward longer polymers.21,22 However, a crucial

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation. A full description is available in the
Supporting Information. The main buﬀer used was tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 50 mM, NaCl 104 mM, aprotinin
10 kIU/mL, pH 7.4 (TBS).
Stopped-Flow/WA-MALS/SAXS Setup. The overall goal of the
setup was to have a remotely controlled system that could (i) perform
repeated reactions with both WA-MALS and SAXS simultaneous
detection without the need to enter the X-ray equipment enclosure;
(ii) avoid cross-contamination between the reservoirs containing the
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Table 1. Starting Parameters Established by SAXS and WA-MALS QELSa
SAXS

a
b

WA-MALS QELS

sample

[⟨Rg2⟩z]1/2 (nm)

⟨M⟩w (×10−5 g mol−1)

[⟨Rc2⟩z]1/2 (nm)

[⟨Rg2⟩z]1/2 (nm)

⟨M⟩w (×10−5 g mol−1)

⟨RS⟩z (nm)

FG
FG + GPRP-NH2b
FG + Ca2+ + GPRP-NH2b

14.4 ± 0.2
14.6 ± 0.2
14.1 ± 0.2

3.30 ± 0.003
3.34 ± 0.003
3.31 ± 0.002

1.8 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
1.7 ± 0.1

14.6 ± 0.02
14.4 ± 0.01
14.7 ± 0.01

3.37 ± 0.002
3.40 ± 0.002
3.36 ± 0.002

10.3 ± 0.05
10.4 ± 0.02
10.5 ± 0.02

Reported errors are the SD of the ﬁts, performed after data averaging. WA-MALS detectors were normalized with the SAXS-derived FG [⟨Rg2⟩z]1/2.
GPRP-NH2:FG molar ratio 500:1.
composition, likely reﬂecting the mostly disordered αC regions being
positioned away from the FG main body. The monomer radius of
gyration and cross-sectional radius of gyration, computed via the
formulas Rg2 = (L2/12) + (da2/8) and Rc2 = dh2/8, were Rg = 13.4 nm
and Rc = 1.56 nm, respectively. Polymers were explicitly simulated as
geometric arrangements of cylinders, for which the Rg2 and M could
easily be computed. As for Rc2, it was computed for each polymer as a
weight-average between the single- and double-stranded sections.33
The lateral separation between the strands in the DS polymers was
controlled by an overall density value equal to (touching strands) or
less than that of the monomer; 0.787 g cm−3 gave a reasonable
distance between centers dDS = 5.02 nm (see Figure 1). A
corresponding cross-sectional radius of gyration Rc(DS) = 2.95 nm
resulted from the parallel axis theorem, Rc2(DS) = Rc2 + (dDS/2)2. The
basic polymer models included rigid RLDS and ﬂexible WLDS types
(for the latter, the Kuhn length LK(DS) could be varied at will). Polymer
distributions were generated according to the Flory bifunctional
polycondensation statistics as modiﬁed by Janmey25 to account for a
diﬀerent rate of release Q between the two FpA in a single FG
molecule (see ref 21 and references therein). Since KM and kcat for the
Ancrod−human FG system are not available, the human thrombin−
bovine FG values of KM = 9.2 × 10−6 M and kcat = 7.3 × 10−7 mL s−1
NIH-unit−1 were used (see ref 21 and references therein). In any case,
this does not aﬀect the simulations, since the time factor is removed by
plotting the computed ⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w. The ⟨Rg2⟩z, ⟨Rc2⟩z,
and ⟨M⟩w values at any time point are easily obtained from the
synthetic polymer distributions.
The alternative Y-ladder (YL) modeling that we have developed
(see Results) also led to an investigation of their SAXS properties (see
Supporting Information, “YL models deﬁnition and scattering
properties” and Figures S6 and S7). For this alternative modeling, it
was also necessary to generate a great number of explicit polymer
conformations at each polymerization degree, whose parameters were
then averaged. This long and somewhat complex procedure is fully
described in the Supporting Information (“YL→DS models generation
and parameters computation” and Figures S9−S11).
Contact Conditions Evaluation. The ratio d*/a* between the
number-average diameter d* = (⟨d3⟩n)1/3 of spheres representing the
FG polymers and their number-average distance a* = (⟨a3⟩n)1/3 for all
polymers present in our simulations at any particular ⟨M⟩w value was
evaluated in the following way. First, the average radius ⟨r2(i)⟩n of the
equivalent sphere for each type of polymer made of i monomers was
computed from their average ⟨Rg2(i)⟩n as ⟨r2(i)⟩n = (5/3)⟨Rg2(i)⟩n.
From the theoretical polymer distribution as a function of the
polymerization degree, the volume fraction ϕ occupied by the
polymers at any ⟨M⟩w value is ϕ⟨M⟩w = ∑i(vicFGwiNA/Mi), where vi,
wi, and Mi are the volume (vi = (4/3)π(⟨r(i)⟩n)3 [cm3], weight
fraction, and molecular weight [g mol−1] of the ith polymer,
respectively, NA is Avogadro’s number, and cFG is the initial FG
concentration [g cm−3]. Finally, d*/a* was evaluated from the
relation36 (d*/a*)⟨M⟩w = (6ϕ⟨M⟩w/π)1/3.

reactants during the relatively long reaction times (up to 10 min or
more); (iii) provide clean, dust-less, undisturbed solutions for WAMALS data acquisition; and (iv) avoid continuous exposure of the
same sample volume to the intense X-ray beam for SAXS data
acquisition. A diagram of the ﬁnal setup is shown in Figure S1, and its
implementation and operation are described in detail in the
Supporting Information (“Stopped-ﬂow/WA-MALS/SAXS set-up”).
The WA-MALS used (DAWN HELEOS II, Wyatt Technology
Corp., Santa Barbara, CA, USA) has 18 photodiodes placed around a
fused silica glass cylindrical cell (refractive index n = 1.51876), with a
small (1.25 mm diameter) horizontal ﬂow-through channel, held by
two metal blocks with perpendicular high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC)-type connectors (cell holdup volume ∼70
μL, scattering volume ∼0.07 μL). The cell was kept at 20.0 ± 0.1 °C
by its internal Peltier device. Two polished windows allow illuminating
the sample along the cell borehole (120 mW solid-state GaAs linearly
polarized laser, λ = 661 nm). At these λ and T, n = 1.3332 for TBS,29
making 17 scattering angles available, from 13.5° to 157.5°. Actually,
16 angles are used, because a photodiode placed at ∼100° is replaced
with a ﬁber-optic connection for dynamic light scattering measurements (also known as quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS), Wyatt
Technology Corp.).
The SWING beamline technical speciﬁcations and the Bio-SAXS
setup utilized in this study are described elsewhere.30,31 Brieﬂy, a lownoise 160 × 160 mm2 charge-coupled device (CCD) detector (Aviex,
Dexela, UK) is positioned on a motorized stage within a large vacuum
chamber, thus allowing for an easy change of the sample-to-detector
distance. The SAXS cell consists of a ﬂow-through, thermalized, thinwalled 1.5 mm diameter quartz capillary, positioned within the vacuum
chamber and connected to the outside through a lateral ﬂange.
Importantly, two optical ﬁbers placed before the X-ray beam allow
recording UV−vis spectra through the quartz capillary using a
miniature CCD array spectrophotometer (USB2000, Ocean Optics,
Dunedin, FL, USA), providing the protein concentration in the
scattering cells. For the non-polymerizing FG runs, the SAXS detector
distance was set to 4 m to access a small momentum transfer q useful
range (0.0032 Å−1 < q < 0.18 Å−1; q = 4π sin(θ/2)/λ, with θ the
scattering angle and λ = 1.033 Å the incident radiation wavelength) for
best estimation of the initial samples’ ⟨Rg2⟩z. This was important, since
the resulting FG [⟨Rg2⟩z]1/2 in TBS was then used to normalize the
WA-MALS detectors (see Supporting Information, “WA-MALS data
analysis”). For the FG polymerization runs, a SAXS detector distance
of ∼2 m (0.00568 Å−1 < q < 0.5 Å−1) was then used.
WA-MALS and SAXS Data Analysis. A detailed description of all
the procedures used in analyzing the WA-MALS and SAXS data can be
found in the Supporting Information (“WA-MALS data analysis”,
“SAXS data analysis”, and Figures S3−S7).
Modeling. Basic modeling was done as already reported in
detail.21,22 FG was modeled as a cylinder with length L = 46 nm and
hydrated diameter dh = 4.4 nm, based on the ⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨Rc2⟩z values
from HPLC-SAXS.32 As we previously suggested,32 we interpret the
experimental ⟨Rc2⟩z data as deriving from the weight-average square
cross-sectional radius33 along the principal axis of the FG main body
and of the αC domains. To account for an average molecular mass of
∼320 000 g mol−1 (due to the weak polydispersity of our FG
samples34), and considering a theoretical hydration of 0.42 g H2O/g
FG (calculated by PROMOLP35), an anhydrous diameter da = 4.1 nm
and a density ρa = 0.875 g cm−3 were employed. The latter is
considerably lower than the 1.393 g cm−3 computed from the FG

■

RESULTS

The novel stopped-ﬂow/WA-MALS/SAXS setup that we have
developed has allowed us to perform static and time-resolved
simultaneous acquisitions of both WA-MALS and SAXS data.
Its implementation and detailed description are reported in the
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Supporting Information (“Stopped-ﬂow/WA-MALS/SAXS
setup” and Figures S1 and S2). Before the polymerization
experiments, FG SAXS and WA-MALS datasets were collected
in TBS and TBS + GPRP-NH2 1 mM without and with Ca2+
1.25 mM, to check the starting values for all parameters. In
addition, the Stokes radius RS was also measured with the WAMALS QELS device. As can be seen in Table 1, all FG samples
showed nearly identical values for most parameters, as well as a
good consistency between SAXS and WA-MALS data. While
the ⟨M⟩w and ⟨RS⟩z values appear to be in excellent agreement
with the expected and literature values for FG (see ref 34), the
⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨Rc2⟩z values, somewhat higher than those derived
from FG HPLC-SAXS experiments,32 likely reﬂect a slight but
negligible tendency toward self-aggregation. We concluded
these characterization and calibration measurements with a
simple but crucial control in which the FG solution was mixed
with buﬀer in the absence of enzyme and data were recorded
exactly as in a polymerization run. No change was observed in
the SAXS pattern with time, thus excluding any radiationinduced eﬀect.
A typical WA-MALS FG polymerization experimental dataset
is shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S3A,B). The
initiation point was taken at the end of the injection (lasting 9
s), and the reaction was stopped by ﬂushing out the solution
just before the gel point to avoid clogging the SAXS capillary.
The extensive processing that WA-MALS polymerization data
require21,22 is fully described in the Supporting Information
(“WA-MALS data analysis” and Figures S3C−F, S4, and S5). A
subset of preprocessed SAXS data corresponding to the WAMALS data of Figure S3A,B is plotted in Figure S7.
Representative resulting datasets for three Ancrod-induced
FG polymerization runs in TBS, TBS + Ca2+ 1.25 mM, and
TBS + GPRP-NH2 0.02 mM (at slightly diﬀerent initial FG
concentrations cFG) are shown in Figure 2, as the time
evolution of ⟨M⟩w, ⟨Rg2⟩z, and ⟨Rc2⟩z, where the signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between the various conditions and the good quality
of the data can be appreciated. Note that the error bars reﬂect
only the statistical uncertainties associated with recovering the
average ⟨M⟩w, ⟨Rg2⟩z, and ⟨Rc2⟩z values from the experimental
data. No attempt was made to extract from the data the
distributions of the M, Rg2, and Rc2 values as a function of time,
as this rapidly becomes a highly degenerate inversion problem.
Coupled Evolution of ⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨Rc2⟩z versus ⟨M⟩w. It
has been previously shown18,19,21,22 that FG polymerization
WA-MALS data can be best interpreted by removing the time
factor and plotting ⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨M/L⟩w/z vs ⟨M⟩w Similar plots,
with ⟨Rc2⟩z in place of ⟨M/L⟩w/z, are presented in Figure 3 for
the three FG polymerization runs of Figure 2. Conﬁrming our
previous reports,21,22 the addition of Ca2+ ions, while slowing
down the process (see Figure 2), does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect its
mechanism, as both the ⟨Rg2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w and ⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w
plots (Figure 3A,B, green symbols) follow the same course as
the Ca2+-less data. Importantly, when the A knob competing
inhibitor GPRP-NH2 is added in a 500:1 molar ratio to FG, it
completely impedes any polymer formation, as observed by
both WA-MALS and SAXS (not shown), ruling out a
previously hypothesized end-to-end/single-strand to halfstaggered/DS model.21,22 However, at rate-limiting GPRPNH2 amounts (GPRP-NH2:FG 10:1), a diﬀerence arises
between the ⟨Rg2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w and ⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w plots: while
the former (Figure 3A, blue squares) still nicely superimposes
with the other datasets, the latter (Figure 3B, blue circles)

Figure 2. Typical time courses of ⟨M⟩w (A), ⟨Rg2⟩z (B), and ⟨Rc2⟩z (C)
from WA-MALS (A,B) and SAXS (C) data of FG polymerization
induced by 0.05 NIH-unit Ancrod/mg FG. Magenta squares, FG 0.46
mg/mL in TBS; green squares, FG 0.59 mg/mL in TBS + CaCl2 1.25
mM; blue squares, FG 0.61 mg/mL in TBS + GPRP-NH2 0.02 mM
(GPRP-NH2:FG molar ratio 10:1).

behaves diﬀerently, with ⟨Rc2⟩z increasing somewhat faster as a
function of ⟨M⟩w than without GPRP-NH2.
The Classic Polymerization Model Fails to Account for
the Data. In order to interpret the experimental data properly,
extensive modeling was carried out, representing each FG unit
with a cylinder of appropriate length and diameter, and
beginning with the classic model of FG polymerization (see
Materials and Methods, “Modeling”). In Figure 3, the results of
a small subset of the simulations are compared with the
experimental data. As already reported,21,22 pure RLDS models
with the ratio between the FpA release from a single FG
molecule Q = 1 up to Q = 16 do not ﬁt the ⟨Rg2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w data
at all (not shown). The very early phases can be ﬁtted with a
RLDS (or WLDS) model only with very high Q values (Figure
3A, dash-dot gray curve, Q = 90), and the full curve can be
approximated with a WLDS Q = 90 model if a very low Kuhn
length Lk(DS) = 280 nm (meaning very ﬂexible polymers) is
used (Figure 3A, light gray curve). The eﬀect of increasing Q is
to skew the distributions toward longer polymers (see
Supporting Information, Figure S8A). Polymer distributions
calculated for Q = 90 at various polymerization degrees leading
to ⟨M⟩w values comparable with the experimental data of Figure
3A are shown in Figure S8B. However, when we compare the
⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w plots, it is evident that none of these models, all
having the same cross-section distribution evolution, comes
even close to matching the experimental data (Figure 3B, dashdot light gray curve). This suggests that polymers thinner than
those generated by the classic DS mechanism form in the initial
stages of the reaction.
An Alternative FG Polymerization Scheme. We then
made the assumption that the main polymerization mode
involves only one center-to-end binding event between any two
5379
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Figure 3. Coupled evolution of ⟨Rg2⟩z, ⟨Rc2⟩z, and ⟨M⟩w and
comparison with model curves. Double logarithmic plots of ⟨Rg2⟩z
vs ⟨M⟩w (A, squares) and semilogarithmic plots of ⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w (B,
circles) for the three FG polymerization runs shown in Figure 2.
Magenta symbols, TBS; green symbols, TBS + CaCl2 1.25 mM; blue
symbols, TBS + GPRP-NH2 0.02 mM. In (A), the colored arrows
indicate the reaction stopping times; in addition, below the green and
blue arrows the corresponding reaction times for the other runs are
reported. Both panels show superimposed several theoretical curves
based on various models, with the corresponding parameters values
(see text). In the insets, some reduced residuals [(ﬁt − expt)/SD)] are
reported. (A) All with Q = 90: RLDS or YL→DS with no branching
(dash-dot gray line); WLDS (light gray line); and YL→DS with
branching (solid black line). The residuals are for the black line vs the
magenta squares data. (B) RLDS or WLDS (dash-dot light gray line);
YL→DS [branch parameters as in (A) with diﬀerent Q and transition
parameters; solid and dashed black lines]. The residuals are for the
solid black and dashed black lines vs the magenta and blue circles data,
respectively. (C) Calculated increase as a function of ⟨M⟩w of the ratio
d*/a* between the average diameters d* of spheres having the same
Rg as the ﬁbrin monomer/polymers and their average distance a*, for
all the species generated in the YL→DS simulation best ﬁtting the TBS
experimental data (panel A, solid black line). Solid curve, cFG = 0.5
mg/mL; dashed curve, cFG = 3 mg/mL; the dotted line indicates the
curves’ theoretical limit (see text for details).

Figure 4. Models for ﬁbrin polymers, based on the YL→DS
hypothesis. (A) Top, two approximately perpendicular views of a
“Y-ladder” (YL) ﬁbril model generated with binding angles θ = 30° ±
10° and azimuthal angles φ = 5° ± 10°; middle, the YL→DS
transition; bottom, a classic half-staggered, RLDS ﬁbril. A diﬀerent
color is used for each ﬁbrin monomer unit. (B) Models of developing
highly branched ﬁbrils (branching angles θb = 20° ± 5° and φb = 20°
± 20°; same color for all FG units) with ⟨lbr⟩ = 13.5 ± 5 m.u., d/s =
0.6, b/m = 3, tr1 = 8 ± 2 m.u., tr2 = 2.4 ± 1 b.n. Top, a 50-unit ﬁbril
with a tetramolecular branch point; middle, a 175-unit ﬁbril showing
well-formed tri- and a tetramolecular branch points and some incipient
other branches; bottom, a 300-unit “lump” generated by repeated
branching on a growing ﬁbril (note the close proximity of most
branches). (C) Artist’s representation of how several “lumps” could
interconnect in a structure that could either be a nucleus of the main
ﬁnal pervasive scaﬀold (colored lumps) or simply collapse on it,
eﬀectively increasing the ﬁber diameter (black lumps). (D) Artist’s
rendition showing how the collapsed branches from diﬀerent lumps
(colors) could generate thicker but low-density ﬁbers.

FG units, instead of the reciprocal double-binding called for by
the half-staggered DS scheme. An example of a 15-mer of the
resulting polymers, that we have dubbed “Y-ladder” (YL)
because of their shape, is shown in Figure 4A, top, and their
theoretical scattering properties were investigated (see
Supporting Information, “YL models deﬁnition and scattering

properties” and Figure S6). This analysis revealed two
important features: (a) DS and YL polymers of the same
number of monomers have almost the same Rg2, at least in the
⟨M⟩w range of our data; and (b) in the q2 range in which we
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narrow subset could satisfy simultaneously the ⟨Rg2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w
and the ⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w data. The best combination, optimized
against the TBS data (magenta symbols), is reported in Figure
3 as the solid black lines. The computed residuals for the ⟨Rg2⟩z
vs ⟨M⟩w data (Figure 3A, inset) show that, apart from the very
early stages, where noise makes it diﬃcult to evaluate the ⟨Rg2⟩z
values and the three conditions tested exhibit the greater
diﬀerences, the rest of the process is quite well simulated with a
surprisingly low ⟨lbr⟩ = 13.5 ± 5 monomer units (m.u.), with d/
s = 0.6 and b/m = 3. Distributions of the root-mean-square radii
of gyration calculated according to these simulation parameters
at four diﬀerent ⟨M⟩w values are shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S8C). The ⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w data could be
very well simulated, as shown by the solid black line and its
associated residuals (Figure 3B and its inset), with these
parameters and a YL→DS transition happening at tr1 = 8.4 ±
2.2 m.u., decaying to zero when tr2 = 2.3 ± 1 b.n. In practice,
this means that when the polymers have more than about two
branches, only new monomers added at the growing ends can
still be in the YL conﬁguration. We think that this reﬂects the
addition of preformed polymers, already in the DS conﬁguration. Importantly, the TBS + GPRP-NH2 ⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨Rc2⟩z
vs ⟨M⟩w data (Figure 3A,B, blue squares and circles) could best
be reproduced with a practically identical ⟨lbr⟩ = 14 ± 5 m.u.,
but Q was signiﬁcantly smaller (Q = 71 vs Q = 90), and the
YL→DS transition was much shortened to tr1 = 2.6 ± 2 m.u.
with the decay term increased to tr2 = 12 ± 6 b.n. (thus
becoming much less important). We interpret these changes as
a consequence of the quite slower polymerization rate under
these conditions (see Figure 2), producing less skewed polymer
distributions and giving more time to the YL→DS transition to
compete with elongation. It is also important to note that an a
posteriori analysis with model curves suggests that the recovered
⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨M⟩w data were not beyond the limit of our WAMALS capabilities. That is, if more-rigid, less-branched
polymers were present, we would have been able to recover,
up to a certain limit, the diﬀerent ⟨Rg2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w curves that
they would have generated (see Supporting Information, “WAMALS data analysis” and Figure S5). While some underestimation of the experimental ⟨Rg2⟩z values is still possible,
especially at the longer reaction times, we are convinced that
the recovered sets of parameters do reﬂect the basic properties
of the FG polymerization mechanism.

analyze the SAXS data, very similar SAXS curves results for the
YL polymers and the FG monomer (see Figure S6), leading to
comparable Rc2 values. The ﬁbril formation stage of the
polymerization model was then completed by supposing that
the second A-a binding event between any couple of FG
monomers can be subsequently engaged along a growing YL
polymer (YL→DS transition). An example of such an
intermediate polymer is shown in Figure 4A, middle. In the
end, a full DS ﬁber will be formed, as shown in Figure 4A,
bottom. The DS ﬁber’s twisted shape, obtained by random φ
angles centered on small positive values, is consistent with EM
data.37 Calculated SAXS curves for YL→DS and full DS ﬁbrils
are also shown in Figure S6. Note that, from a reaction
dynamics perspective, the initial single binding scheme presents
two advantages: (1) it allows the binding of any unit with just
one FpA released without chain termination eﬀects, because the
a holes are constitutively available on unbound FG molecules
(instead, in the double-binding scheme a chain end cannot
grow until the second FpA is cleaved); (2) given the random
conformation of the A knob, it allows productive encounters
between FG molecules with a greater range of diﬀusioncontrolled relative orientations.
A further key feature of the YL→DS model is its potential for
generating branching points by the occasional oﬀ-axis binding
of ﬁbrin monomers, giving rise to secondary growing chains as
shown in Figure 4B. Importantly, the theoretical SAXS average
proﬁle of highly branched YL→DS 300-mers (Figure 4B,
bottom) has a linear range and a slope very similar to that of
the DS model (see Supporting Information, Figure S6),
suggesting that this type of branching will not aﬀect the
measured ﬁbrils’ cross section. Equally important, the Rg2 of a
branched polymer is signiﬁcantly lower than that of a
corresponding linear polymer for the same molecular weight,
thus allowing a less steep increase of ⟨Rg2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w as the
reaction proceeds as compared to the pure RLDS, unbranched
polymers. A detailed description of this complex modeling
process can be found in the Supporting Information (“YL→DS
models generation and parameters computation” and Figures
S9−S11).
The YL→DS with Branching Model Fits the Experimental Data. Curves generated with YL polymers presenting
both the YL→DS transition and branching can now be
compared with the experimental ⟨Rg2⟩z and ⟨Rc2⟩z vs ⟨M⟩w data.
Although the Flory−Janmey bifunctional polycondensation
scheme is formally not anymore appropriate to describe the
YL→DS/branching mechanism, we have still employed it as a
convenient means to generate diﬀerent polymer distributions
by varying Q. Simulations were then carried out by varying also
the average length between branching points (⟨lbr⟩), the
probability of having a double branch with respect to a single
branch (d/s), the growth probability ratio between branches
and the main chain (b/m), and the average distance from each
growing end where the YL→DS transition starts taking place
(tr1). Furthermore, since every end can also grow by addition of
preformed oligomers, the YL→DS transition probability was
enhanced as a function of the number of branches, by
introducing a decay term (tr2) representing the average branch
number (b.n.) above which the YL→DS transition occurs,
independently of monomer position.
The results of our comprehensive polymerization model are
quite startling. Although a very broad (though not exhaustive)
search was performed involving the assessment of a large
number of parameter combinations, we ﬁnd that only a very

■

DISCUSSION
The physiological challenge faced by polymerizing ﬁbrin is to
form rapidly a pervasive 3D network and quickly make it strong
and elastic enough so as to eﬀectively trap and reinforce the
initial platelet-rich plug. The modeling-based interpretation of
our data reveals the elegant solution evolved since some kind of
primitive system ﬁrst formed ∼500 million years ago.38,39 At its
very heart lies the basic bifunctionality of ﬁbrinogen, with a pair
of constitutively available sites (a holes). According to our
proposed Y-ladder mode of polymerization, this allows any
activated molecule to bind to either active or inactive units, be
they other monomers or preformed polymers, without
terminating eﬀects even when just a single A knob is activated
and free on a particular monomer. Highly skewed distributions
toward longer polymers therefore arise, already helping to cover
eﬃciently large distances. At the same time, the YL mechanism
allows a much greater binding probability than the classic
reciprocal double-binding and is intrinsically prone to generate
a substantial number of branches along any growing ﬁbril. A
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data presently collected with added Ca2+ until shortly before
the end of the lag-time (see Figure 3A) indicate that, under
these conditions, the thickening phase starts before the
pervasive scaﬀold has formed. However, it should be considered
that the early thickening we observe at cFG ≈ 0.5 mg/mL in the
presence of Ca2+ is compensated, in true physiological
conditions, by the higher cFG in blood, ∼3 mg/mL, allowing
an earlier onset of the network. This is nicely conﬁrmed by the
other calculation of d*/a* vs ⟨M⟩w reported in Figure 3C
(dashed line), where cFG was set to 3 mg/mL and, based also on
our previous results,21,22 we assumed that the polymer
distributions do not change signiﬁcantly as a function of cFG.
As can be seen, the contact condition is now reached at ⟨M⟩w ≈
1 × 106 g mol−1, just about when the data collection in the
presence of Ca2+ was stopped (Figure 3A, green squares).
It is also worth mentioning that the collapse of connected
branches leading to rapid ﬁber thickening can also account for
the very low density of the ﬁbrin ﬁbers.23,42,43 In fact, under our
scheme a fully parallel arrangement of the ﬁbrils is no longer
required, and a ﬁber could be stabilized by a large number of
interbranches’ contact points. An artist’s rendition of the
branches’ collapse process is shown in Figure 4D. Note that,
due to the half-staggered geometry that governs the distribution
of the branches’ binding sites, the low-density ﬁbers in our
model will still produce, upon drying, the characteristic tight
banding pattern with a ∼23 nm repeat observed in electron
micrographs of ﬁbrin ﬁbers.44,45
Implications for the Fibers’ Mechanical Properties.
The frequent branching scheme that we propose also has
implications regarding ﬁbrin elasticity. On stretching a ﬁber, the
simplest elongation mechanism would involve the longitudinal
slippage of DS ﬁbrils within it. In our model, most ﬁbrils within
a ﬁber have at least a knob−hole anchorage point on another
ﬁbril, some of which under stress will eventually give way,
allowing the slippage to take place. The elastic force is thus
exerted mainly by the cooperative lateral interactions trying to
maximize the contact points between the collapsed DS ﬁbrils in
the low-density ﬁbers. However, new knob−hole anchorage
points might re-form on another location either pre-existing or
freed by the slippage of another ﬁbril. This would explain why
many non-cross-linked ﬁbers do not return to their original
length but buckle once tension is released.46 Cross-linking is
the formation of covalent isopeptide bonds between speciﬁc
Gln/Lys residues in the C-terminals ends of the γ chains and in
the αC domains.6,7 Importantly, the predominant interﬁbrils’
cross-linking between the αC domains physiologically takes
place later in ﬁbrin formation, when the initially very elastic
network that had time to adapt to the local stresses needs
strengthening to avoid breakage.

large volume is then eﬀectively swept, depleting it of monomers
and smaller polymers. Eventually, some of the branches in
diﬀerent growing ﬁbrils will make contact and produce bigger
units, until a still rather nominally thin but pervasive scaﬀold is
formed. An artist’s rendering of this process can be seen in
Figure 4C. A similar assumption for branching was made by
Fogelson and Keener to explain the formation of nodal points
in their FG polymerization simulation studies.40 However, their
model diﬀers from ours in two basic aspects: their branching
mechanism is planar, with full reciprocal binding between the
units involved, and their “Z”-like polymers are transient
structures with no further implications for elongation rates.
The YL→DS with Branching Model Is Consistent with
Microscopy Data. It is interesting to compare our proposed
mechanism of FG polymerization with the EM and timeresolved confocal microscopy work by Chernysh et al.,14
although theirs was performed in diﬀerent reaction conditions
(cFG = 1.5 mg/mL, NaCl 150 mM, CaCl2 2.5 mM, thrombin
0.1 NIH-unit/mL). In the electron micrographs, they found a
high proportion of long polymers during the lag time,
consistent with our high Q values. However, no intermediate
polymers above the tetramer level were found, perhaps because
under their conditions such structures either are not stable or
tend to produce larger aggregates. Instead, the evolving
polymers visualized in the time-resolved confocal images bear
a striking resemblance with the YL/branched structures
generated in our simulations, which, we stress, were optimized
only against the WA-MALS/SAXS data. Tri- and tetramolecular
ﬁbril branch points have been previously identiﬁed in EM work,
but the latter were thought to occur at the lateral aggregation
stage.41
The YL→DS with Branching Model Can Account for
Network Formation and Sudden Thickening of LowDensity Fibers. To further verify whether our network
formation model is consistent with the data, we have evaluated
when the contact conditions between the growing ﬁbrin
polymers would be reached. To this end, we have calculated the
ratio d*/a* between the average diameter d* of virtual spheres
with the same Rg as the polymers they represent and the
average distance a* between these spheres, for all polymers
present in our simulation at any particular ⟨M⟩w value (see
Materials and Methods, “Contact Conditions Evaluation”).
This ratio progressively increases until it reaches values close to
1 when spheres enter in contact, a hallmark of pervasive
network formation.23,24,36 The results of this simulation for the
FG in TBS data (cFG ≈ 0.5 mg/mL) are shown as the solid line
in Figure 3C. One can immediately see that, by the end of our
experimental data (⟨M⟩w ≈ 4 × 106 g mol−1), the collection of
which was stopped just before the gel point, d*/a* ≈ 0.8,
meaning that at least the larger polymers are indeed already
touching one another.36 Of note is the observation that, at the
network onset, more than 80% by weight of all FG molecules
are still present in solution as monomers, as can be seen in
Figure S8B.
The vast majority of the other branches, while still growing
and further branching by the same mechanism, could then start
to collapse on the arrested ﬁbers, aided by the sideways
cooperative interactions between ﬁbrils (end of the “lag-time”).
This ﬁts quite nicely with our previous and recently reanalyzed
LAELS data,23,24,42 which demonstrate that, in the absence of
Ca2+, at the end of the lag-time the pervasive scaﬀold is already
formed, and only relatively minor rearrangements take place
during the ﬁber lateral growth phase. On the other hand, the

■

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the simultaneous measurement of the FG
polymerization progress (⟨M⟩w) and of the polymer size
(⟨Rg2⟩z) and thickness (⟨Rc2⟩z) made possible by our rapidmixing WA-MALS/SAXS setup has led us to propose a revised
mechanism for ﬁbrin polymerization that can explain a wealth
of experimental observations. Implicit (e.g., ref 40) or explicit
(e.g., ref 47) kinetic computer simulations should be possible to
test further and reﬁne the proposed mechanism. We point out
that although the snake venom enzyme Ancrod was used to
avoid complicating the interpretation by even limited FpB
release, the present data are quite similar to those we previously
collected using thrombin and only a WA-MALS with a more
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limited angular range.21,22 Further work with recombinant FG
species with missing48 or human/chicken hybrid49 αC regions,
and with either uncleavable FpB’s or nonbinding B knobs/
unavailable b holes and thrombin as the enzyme, is planned. It
should help to clarify the role played by the largely
unstructured Aα chain appendages, which are also functionally
important for FG adhesion,50,51 and reﬁne the model
parameters under closer to physiological conditions.
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